
ASA Chapter 6 Turning - Study Questions

1. _________ is achieved by banking the airplane and tilting the lift produced by the
wings.

a. A turn

b. A stall

c. A ground loop

2. Select the answers below that make the statement true.

To maintain altitude in a level turn, the total lift / drag must be

increased / decreased so that its vertical / horizontal component will

remain the same.

3. ❓As total lift increases, induced drag increases as well. Therefore, an airplane
in a level turn will slow down unless power is applied. Should the pilot increase
power during a level turn? Why or why not?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

4. In instrument flying, turns are often performed at a standard rate, which is a

heading change of

a. 3° per second.

b. 1° per minute.

c. 13° per second.

5. If airspeed increases in a turn, what must be increased to maintain a constant
rate of turn?

a. Bank angle

b. Flap setting

c. Oil temperature



6. In normal instrument flight, a bank angle of 30° should not be exceeded.

a. True

b. False

7. If the airplane is holding altitude, at the desired speed, and properly _________,
a turn can be flown more accurately.

a. washed and waxed

b. fueled

c. trimmed

8. Turns should be entered at a comfortable rate with _________ aileron and rudder
pressure.

a. delayed

b. graceless

c. coordinated

9. The primary bank instrument when rolling into and out of a turn is the

a. tachometer.

b. attitude indicator.

c. airspeed indicator.

10.Turning performance can be confirmed using the

a. vertical speed indicator.

b. compass.

c. turn coordinator.

11. The turn coordinator is calibrated so that when the miniature airplane is aligned
with the tick mark the plane is in a

a. standard rate of turn.

b. 45° bank angle.

c. non-standard rate of turn.



12. In a level turn, a slight increase in back pressure will be required to maintain

a. airspeed.

b. altitude.

c. coordination.

13.While it is difficult to hold bank angle, altitude, and coordination perfectly, a good
instrument pilot will notice trends quickly and

a. ignore them.

b. act to correct them.

c. tell ATC.

14.When rolling out of a level turn, the pilot should begin the roll-out a few degrees
before the desired heading. A suitable lead is one-half of the

a. bank angle.

b. airspeed.

c. altitude.

15.During roll-out, any __________ applied on turn entry can be released, and pitch
attitude should be lowered slightly.

a. ram air pressure

b. elevator back pressure

c. engine oil pressure

16.What is the primary performance instrument to confirm pitch attitude for level
flight, whether straight or turning?

a. Fuel gauge

b. Altimeter

c. Course deviation indicator

17.Turns to a particular heading can be achieved using

a. the heading indicator.

b. timed turns.



c. the magnetic compass.

d. All of the above

18.Read the following actions items and put them in the correct order to perform a
timed, standard-rate turn. Put 1 next to the item which is to be done first, 2 next
to the second item, etc.

______   Confirm turn-performance on the turn coordinator and maintain a
standard-rate.

______   Calculate the number of seconds to hold the turn by dividing the
heading change by three.

______   Start the timer and roll into the turn.

______   Check heading on the heading indicator at the end of the timed turn.

______   Start the roll-out when the timer reaches the calculated number
of seconds.

19.Due to the considerable indication errors in a turn, the least preferred method of
making accurate turns in instrument conditions are turns using only the magnetic
compass.

a. True

b. False

20.When turning to what headings should the pilot roll out when the magnetic
compass indicates approximately 30° before the desired heading?

a. Turns to a northerly heading

b. Turns to an easterly heading

c. For all turns, regardless of heading

21.When turning to what headings should the pilot roll out when the magnetic
compass indicates approximately 30° past the desired heading?

a. Turns to a westerly heading

b. Turns to a southerly heading

c. Only for clockwise turns



22.The technique for a climbing turn is the same as for a level turn, except the pilot
maintains a constant _________ during the turn instead of holding a constant
altitude.

a. airspeed

b. course

c. heading

23.To make a climbing turn, first begin a climb by raising the miniature airplane to an
appropriate pitch on the ______________. Then roll into the turn with
coordinated aileron and rudder until the desired __________ is reached.

a. attitude indicator; bank angle

b. heading indicator; turn radius

c. transponder; maneuvering speed

24.During a climbing turn, the pilot should monitor the airspeed indicator and adjust
______ as needed to maintain airspeed.

a. heading

b. pitch

c. ground track

25.What is the primary performance instrument for pitch attitude in descending
turns?

a. Heading indicator

b. Airspeed indicator

c. Visual approach slope indicator

26. To enter a descending turn, the pilot should

a. first begin a stable descent and then roll into the turn.

b. first roll into a turn, only then lower the nose.

c. enter both the turn and the descent at exactly the same time.

27.Power is used during climbing or descending turns in the same way it is for
straight climbs and descents.



a. True

b. False

28. In a descending turn, airspeed should be

a. held constant.

b. decreased.

c. ignored.

29.Any turn made on instruments at a bank angle greater than standard rate is
considered a steep turn, and considered ____________ in normal IFR
conditions.

a. acceptable

b. poor airmanship

c. superior airmanship

30.The load factor (ratio of lift to weight) increases significantly in a level steep turn,
and results in a significantly higher stalling speed.

a. True

b. False

31. In a level steep turn, an increase in induced drag will cause airspeed to decrease
significantly unless additional _______ is applied.

a. pitch

b. power

c. load factor

32.Select the answers below that make the statements true.

If a loss in altitude is noticed during a steep turn, altitude can be regained by

reducing / increasing bank angle with ailerons, raising pitch attitude with elevator

back pressure, and then reapplying bank / power .



If a gain in altitude is noticed during a steep turn, reduce / increase elevator

back pressure and lower / increase pitch slightly, or slightly reduce / steepen the

bank angle.

Assignment Answers

1. a

2. lift; increased; vertical

3. No. the loss in airspeed is negligible and a power change would require the
airplane to be retrimmed after the turn

4. a

5. a

6. a

7. c

8. c

9. b

10.c

11. a

12.b

13.b

14.a

15.b

16.b



17.d

18.3, 1, 2, 5, 4.

19.a

20.a

21.b

22.a

23.a

24.b

25.b

26.a

27.a

28.a

29.b

30.a

31.b

32.reducing; bank; reduce; lower; steepen


